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Abstract—Noise analysis in bipolar organic semiconductor
devices is performed via the Langevin approach for a three-
dimensional master equation under the sinusoidal steady-state
condition. A single-layer diode with a cubic lattice is investigated.
Hopping, generation and recombination of charge carriers are all
treated as Poisson processes. Calculations of the power spectral
density of the terminal current show the noise dependence on
frequency, bias, position, device thickness, recombination lifetime
and energetic disorder.

I. INTRODUCTION

The reliability and durability of organic semiconductor
devices are critical issues impeding their industrial applica-
tions. It has been shown that the noise spectrum is a sensitive
diagnostic tool to detect early failures [1], [2], e.g. due to
defects, and offers indications for effects like degradation [3],
[4].

Noise in electronic devices originates from collective fluc-
tuations of charge carrier velocity and population [5]. Most
studies on noise analysis concerned only semi-analytical mod-
els [6], [7] and little attention was paid to the comprehensive
noise analysis within physics-based models. Noise evaluation
of a 2D pn diode was implemented in [5] via the Langevin
approach within the drift-diffusion (DD) model. In organic
devices, advancement has been made in [8] based on the
unipolar master equation (ME), which shows closer relation
to the underlying physics of organic semiconductors than the
DD model does. In this paper, based on the bipolar ME model
introduced in [9] with a crucial parameter of recombination
lifetime, we present the first simulation of current noise in
bipolar organic semiconductor diodes. For simplicity, only the
trap-free condition is considered.

II. APPROACH

The time-dependent bipolar MEs for electron and hole
occupancies pei and phi , respectively, at site i were formulated
as [9]

dpei
dt

=
∑
j 6=i

[
pejw

e
ji(1− pei )− peiweij(1− pej)

]
−Ri +Gi,

(1a)

dphi
dt

=
∑
j 6=i

[
phjw

h
ji(1− phi )− phi whij(1− phj )

]
−Ri +Gi,

(1b)

with Ri and Gi indicating the direct recombination and
generation rates, respectively. These rates are controlled by
a recombination lifetime τ and a generation lifetime τ/ci, in
which ci ensures the principle of detailed balance [9].

The Miller-Abrahams (M-A) hopping mechanism [10] is
used. For electrons, the transition rates from site i to j read

weij=

 νe0 exp

[
−2αrij −

Eej − Eei
kBT

]
, Eej ≥ Eei

νe0 exp [−2αrij ], Eej < Eei

, (2)

with a similar formulation for holes. νe0 and νh0 are their re-
spective hopping prefactors, α is a measure for the strength of
carrier localization, and rij is the distance between sites i and
j. The site energy E is a superposition of an intrinsic energy,
the image potential and the quasi-static potential obtained by
the 1D Poisson equation. The intrinsic energy is randomly
chosen from a Gaussian probability density function

g(ε) =
1√
2πσ

exp

[
− (ε−∆)2

2σ2

]
, (3)

with a standard deviation σ indicating the energetic disorder
and a mean energy ∆ known as the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) energy for electrons and the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energy for holes. In our
simulations, a dimensionless characteristic disorder parameter
σ̂=σ/(kBT ) is used and equal differences between local
HOMO and LUMO energies on each site are assumed.

Around the stationary solution from [9], the transient
bipolar MEs and Poisson equation are linearized by a small-
signal approach and solved for a vector of occupancy and
potential phasors, x, with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The
small-signal terminal current can be obtained by linearization
of the Ramo-Shockley-type current in [9], I=CTx. Based on
the Green’s functions G, the transfer functions for the terminal
current are expressed as T I=G

TC, by which the small-signal
admittance Y is given [8].In the trap-free case, noise sources
only appear in MEs. Regarding that the positions of initial
and target sites for hopping of carriers differ in real space
and generation and recombination (GR) occur locally, the total
power spectral density (PSD) of the terminal current is

WI,I =2
∑
t

∑
i,j

ptiw
t
ij(1− ptj)

∣∣∣∣T tI,i − T tI,j − qtxj − xiLx

∣∣∣∣2
+ 2

∑
i

(Gi +Ri)
∣∣∣T eI,i + ThI,i

∣∣∣2 , (4)
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Fig. 1. IV characteristics of a symmetric bipolar diode for σ̂=3 (solid) with
various lifetimes and σ̂=6 (dotted) with τ=10−25 s in the SCLC regime.
Parameters follow those from [9]: hopping prefactors νe0=νh0 =2.2×1017 s−1

for σ̂=3 and νe0=νh0 =2.2×1020 s−1 for σ̂=6, temperature T=298 K,
normalized disorder σ̂=3, device thickness L=100 nm, lattice constant
a0=1 nm, built-in voltage Vbi=2 V, measure for localization α=108 cm−1.
All parameters not explicitly given in following figures take the values here.

in which the fluctuations due to hopping of electrons (t=e) and
holes (t=h) are explicitly included. The first summand denotes
the noise from hopping of electrons and holes (hopping noise),
the second one from GR of electron-hole pairs (GR noise).

The Newton-Raphson method was used to solve the pro-
blem self-consistently with quadratic convergence, and a cross-
section of 50×50 sites was applied to all the simulations below.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. IV Characteristics

The IV curves of a symmetric (νe0=νh0 ) bipolar diode under
the influence of GR of arbitrary strength are plotted in Fig. 1.
With sufficiently short lifetimes, the current saturates at the
lower limit, where the space-charge-limited-current (SCLC)
regime is reached. On the other hand, with long lifetimes,
the recombination-limited-current (RLC) regime sets in and
the current gradually increases to the case without GR. The
hopping frequencies νe,h0 for σ̂=6 were chosen to keep the
current in the SCLC regime close to that for σ̂=3.

B. Thermal Noise

The Nyquist theorem (WI,I=4kBT<{Y }) is exactly fol-
lowed for any value of lifetime under equilibrium, which
validates our simulation approach. In Fig. 2, the low-frequency
thermal noise continues becoming more pronounced even with
extremely short lifetimes due to an increase in the GR noise,
and it saturates at both the RLC and SCLC regime. However,
such significant change in low-frequency noise over lifetime
only happens under equilibrium, i.e. under non-equilibrium the
noise in the SCLC regime saturates at longer lifetimes.

C. Hopping and GR Noise

For the non-equilibrium case, as shown in Fig. 3(a), the
total low-frequency noise in the RLC regime is much higher
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Fig. 2. Frequency-dependent thermal noise of the terminal current under
equilibrium for σ̂=3 with ascending lifetimes from top to bottom.
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Fig. 3. Frequency-dependent (a) total noise and (b) GR noise PSD of the
terminal current for σ̂=3 at 2 V (square) and 10 V (circle) in the RLC (dashed)
and SCLC (solid) regime (τ=10−6 s for RLC and 10−18 s for SCLC). Total
noise PSD for σ̂=6 (dotted) at 2 V in the SCLC regime is also plotted. The
dashed rectangle indicates the range of 1/fβ noise for RLC at 2 V.

than that in the SCLC regime because of the much larger
current. Based on the dispersive transport of injected charge
carriers, noise shows a higher sensitivity to frequency in the
RLC regime compared to the SCLC regime. The current
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Fig. 4. Lifetime-dependent (a) total noise and (b) GR noise PSD of the
terminal current for σ̂=3 under various biases at 0 Hz.

noise for σ̂=6 saturates at higher frequencies due to the
higher hopping rates. Furthermore, the debatable 1/fβ noise
[11], with a frequency coefficient β, only takes place in a
narrow frequency range (indicated by a dashed rectangle as
an example in Fig. 3(a)). It can be seen that longer lifetime
or higher bias leads to larger β, and higher energetic disorder
somewhat increases the slope of 1/fβ noise as well.

For comparison, the frequency-dependent GR noise is
shown in Fig. 3(b). The GR noise is much lower than the
hopping noise under forward bias, and its contribution vanishes
by 1/f2 at high frequencies, which is a typical behavior of the
Lorentzian-type noise spectrum [12]. Moreover, a combination
of Lorentzians [12] can be found because of the different local
relaxation rates of GR. Under equilibrium, the GR noise peak
always appears in the low frequency regime. However, under
non-equilibrium in the SCLC regime, the Lorentzian with a
lower cut-off frequency turns into a negative contribution,
which gives rise to a peak within the intermediate frequencies.

The total low-frequency current noise, which is depicted
in Fig. 4(a), is more sensitive to lifetime within the transition
region between the SCLC and RLC regime than the DC current
(see Fig. 1). This indicates that the noise measurement is
likely to be a more accurate way for determining the value of
recombination lifetime. As plotted for comparison in Fig. 4(b),
the GR noise reaches a peak within the transition region
between the RLC and SCLC regime. In the SCLC regime
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Fig. 5. Position-dependent hole (solid) and electron (dashed) hopping and GR
noise (dotted) contributions in the RLC (τ=10−6 s) and SCLC (τ=10−18 s)
regime for σ̂=3 at 0 Hz and 2 V.
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Fig. 6. Low-frequency normalized PSD of the terminal current as a function
of the device thickness at 2 V in the RLC (circle, τ=10−6 s) and SCLC
(square, τ=10−18 s) regime.

GR noise continuously decreases. This can be explained by
the strong confinement of recombination in the center of the
diode, where the fluctuations from GR take little effect.

The position-dependent low-frequency noise components
from hopping and GR are plotted in Fig. 5. In the RLC
regime, the hopping noise for each charge carrier type is
almost symmetric, and the virtually constant transfer functions
result in a valley in the diode center. In the SCLC regime, the
hopping noise is mainly generated by the majorities, and the
GR noise comes from the center of the symmetric device, at
which GR processes mainly occur.

In order to investigate the influence of device thickness
L on the noise behavior, the low-frequency normalized noise
spectrum Ŵ=WI,I/I

2 is calculated. In Fig. 6, Ŵ shows a
monotonic increase with L in both the RLC and SCLC regime.
The reason is that, for a given bias, there are less injected
charge carriers in a thicker diode, resulting in an increase
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Fig. 7. PSD of the terminal current in the (a) RLC and (b) SCLC regime
for σ̂=3 (solid) and 6 (dashed) at both 0 Hz and 1 MHz as a function of the
current, with comparison to shot noise (dotted). Results with high injection
barrier of Φ=1 eV of both contacts for σ̂=3 at 0 Hz are also depicted
(dashdotted). For σ̂=3, τ=10−6 s for RLC and 10−18 s for SCLC, and for
σ̂=6, τ=10−12 s for RLC and 10−25 s for SCLC.

in the effect of fluctuations. This also agrees with Hooge’s
empirical relation [11], in which Ŵ is inversely proportional
to the charge carrier number. Moreover, such an effect has
already been experimentally captured [13]. On the other hand,
the normalized noise in the RLC regime is essentially higher
than that in the SCLC regime for a given L. Only in very thin
diodes, fluctuations due to minorities reaching the majority
space charge regions become more pronounced in the SCLC
regime.

D. Shot Noise

In the RLC regime, the low-frequency noise PSD follows
shot noise (2qI), as shown in Fig. 7(a), for small terminal
currents (e.g. with V < Vbi) and surpasses shot noise for
sufficiently large currents due to the high injection of electrons
and holes and their mutual charge compensation (see [9]).
The thermal noise dominates under very low charge carrier
injection. With higher injection barriers, deviation from shot
noise prevails expectedly up to larger currents. In the SCLC
regime (Fig. 7(b)), a small suppression of shot noise takes
place, resulting from the Coulomb repulsion of space charges.
Moreover, the low-frequency noise only exceeds shot noise
for large currents, i.e. high injection, in which some elec-

trons (holes) penetrate into the space charge region of holes
(electrons). With high injection barriers, the low-frequency
noise naturally approaches shot noise. On the other hand,
the high-frequency current noise keeps constant for small
current, followed by a sudden increase under high injection.
Interestingly, the magnitude of energetic disorder has little
effect on the current noise behavior.

IV. CONCLUSION

A ME-based current noise simulation has been performed
via the Langevin approach under the sinusoidal steady-state
condition. The approach is validated by the thermal noise
being in agreement with the Nyquist theorem. Compared
with the hopping noise, the GR noise is determined to be
ignorable for the trap-free case under non-equilibrium. The
higher sensitivity of low-frequency noise to the recombination
lifetime demonstrates a more reliable way of measuring the
value of lifetime than the IV characteristics. Deviation from
shot noise occurs due to high charge carrier injections or
formation of space charge regions.
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